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INSTRUCTIONS TO RESPONDENTS

Attached is additional information pertaining to the Competitive Solicitation identified above. Please read this information carefully and incorporate it into the terms, conditions and specifications submitted with the original Proposal and any prior addenda.

This cover sheet must be signed by the individual signing the Proposal and returned with the Proposal.

CERTIFICATION

This is to certify that I did receive the referenced addendum and have incorporated the terms, conditions, and specifications listed therein into the attached Proposal.

________________________________________________________________________
Printed Name/Title

________________________________________________________________________
Authorized Signature
The following changes(s) shall become part of and supplemental to the above mentioned Competitive Solicitation.

Questions and Answers:

1. The rings have specifications and elements desired for each championship. Once a championship is won, if those specifications change, is proposed pricing changing a consideration (due to the amount of stones, etc.)?

A: Yes, it will be a consideration

2. Are you looking for art concepts for each potential championship in the proposal?

A: General examples but nothing specific as the dates, championships and sport preference are not known at this time.

3. How many suppliers are bidding on this ITN?

A: Unknown

4. Concerning the Financial Statement's of the company. Alternately, could we provide access to our personal accountants and bankers to provide proof that our company is indeed in good Financial Standing?

A: An acceptable alternative would be to provide a D&B report and internally prepared financials if you are privately held. We’d like to see the quick ratio for the last three years.

5. Can samples of a professional team, D2 or D3 institution be used to accompany some or any of the design’s that’s prepared for this solicitation?

A: Whatever is submitted will be considered.

6. The ITN lists a number of Generic Design request's to fulfill "Potential" order's placed on behalf of FSU. While we understand that this exercise is important to simulate what the contract might look like after team's win in the future, we also understand that design's likely will change when team's do indeed win these Championships in real life. The question then becomes, should we provide pricing for a proposed design, gain the contract and then the winning team choses to go with a "higher end" product, would I, the supplier, be liable to honor the pricing given or would parameter's be set that states design's fall within some sort of limitation?

A: Pricing can be provided for a proposed design, however, since this is an Invitation to Negotiate, all evaluation criteria will be negotiated with select suppliers, if selected to move on to the negotiation phase of the process. If you need to include comments for this section, you are welcome to do so for the initial response.